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Krista Kumberg, researcher of children's literature:

Colourful characters, popular humour and lively activity, married to a

subtle description of the deepest emotions in a human soul, afford the

book its timeless value. Works of children’s literature often acquire a

special place in a nation’s consciousness. “Spring” keeps offering

new impressions and new interpretations, often in symbiosis with

other areas of art. The novel is dramatised quite often, and has been

turned into a ballet and a film. Many scenes and phrases from the

movie have stuck in people’s memory, as they have seen it so many

times. The book is still on the compulsory reading list at schools, and

is tackled as early as the 4th form.



Arno Tali, introverted, dreamer-

type, excels at school, romantic 

feelings for classmate Teele

Raja-Teele, the most popular girl 

in the class, beautiful, from a 

wealthy family 

Teacher Laur, the good 

schoolteacher

Joosep Toots, restless, gets into 

trouble and creates chaos. 

Estonian Tom Sawyer

Jorh Adniel Kiir, whines and 

complains

Tõnisson, a pure blood phlegmatic 



Julk-Jüri, the bad schoolteacher

Jaan Imelik, the new kid, joins in 

the middle of the school year, 

plays an instrument, the girls’ 

favorite

Lible, church’s bellringer, drunken 

village philosopher, warm hearted and 

helpful person 



Downfall, also known as "Hitler 

Finds Out…" or "Hitler Reacts 

To…" is a series of parody-

subtitled videos based on a 

pinnacle scene from Der 

Untergang (2004), a German 

WWII drama revisiting the last 

ten days of Adolf Hitler’s life and 

eventual suicide in his Berlin 

underground bunker 

(https://knowyourmeme.com/me

mes/hitlers-downfall-parodies)
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A meme is an idea, behavior, or style that spreads by means of 

imitation from person to person within a culture and often carries 

symbolic meaning representing a particular phenomenon or theme. A 

meme acts as a unit for carrying cultural ideas, symbols, or practices, 

that can be transmitted from one mind to another through writing, 

speech, gestures, rituals, or other imitable phenomena with a mimicked 

theme



The scene from the movie, dialogue invented and submitted by users

2008. Do you want to buy a 

Ford Escort?...

2013. Yesterday I did a 

pentakill on some low 

enemy...



The order of scenes changed; visual effects; pasted images

AB Movie; KEVADE PAROODIA 

2016
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MJEZ

rndoi0Q



Re-staged scenes; original text preserved or slightly modified

„Primavera Pictures“, 2010

47826 views, 63 comments

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=CU388bimUG4



2017. Video made as part of 

the Estonian language week, 

on the topic "Toots,Teele, 

Tõnisson... - school children 

100 years ago and today.

6259 views



Self-made trailers of Kevade

2013, 158 190 views,  62 comments 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5gQmzKojbg



Arno says: Lible, why have you not had your vaccination shot yet?

Lible answers: Arno, I am no chancellor or Russian diplomat, I am not

even part of the Rotary club, I am only a bellringer!





Is this the Spring we wished for?

< “Is this the X we wished for” 







The scenes chosen for parody vary (different scenes are 

taken for re-editing)

The contexts in which „Spring“-related content is placed 

vary

Ways of visual representation vary

There are various ways of placing the scenes of the film 

in the present day. This often depends on the character of 

the user community - whether they are created and 

spread among young people, whether they are created 

for politicians, whether they are made on users’ own 

initiative or as a school course assignment

It is a living phenomenon, new examples emerge 

constantly
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